LEGEND

- Indicates set 2" I.P. & Tag R.C.E. 17377 in subgrade with stake & washer stamped R.C.E. 17377 in finish pavement.
- Indicates lead & tack Tag R.C.E. 17377 in top of curb.

TRACT NO. 8864
STREET CENTERLINE TIES
SAIL JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA

SCALE 1" = 40'
NOVEMBER, 1976

VALLEY CONSULTANTS, INC.
20951 BROOKHAVEN ST.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92646
(714) 964-8444
LEGEND

- INDICATES SET 2" IP & TAG RCE 17577 IN SUBGRADE WITH SPIKE & WASHER STAMPED RCE 17577 IN FINISH PAVEMENT.
- INDICATES LEAD & TACK & TAG RCE 17577 IN TOP OF CURB.

TRACT NO. 8864
STREET CENTERLINE TIES
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA

SCALE 1" : 40' NOVEMBER 1976
VALLEY CONSULTANTS, INC.
20951 BROOKHURST, ST.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92646
714-962-4464
LEGEND

○ INDICATES SET 1/2 I.P. & TAG ROE 17377 IN SUBGRADE WITH SPIKE & WASHER STAMPED ROE 17377 IN FINISH PAVEMENT.

○ INDICATES LEAD & TACK & TAG ROE 17377 IN TOP OF CURB.
LEGEND

- Indicates set 2' I.R. & tag ROC 17377 in subgrade with spike & wagner stamped ROC 17377 in finish pavement.

- Indicates lead & tack & tag ROC 17377 in top of curb.

TRACT NO. 8264
STREET CENTERLINE TIES
SAL JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA

SCALE 1" = 40' NOVEMBER 1976

VALLEY CONSULTANTS, INC.
20951 BROOKHURST ST.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92646
TE 962-4464
LEGEND

○ Indicates set 2" I.D. # Tag ROD 17377 in subgrade with spoke & washer stamped ROD 17377 in finish pavement.

○ Indicates lead & track # Tag ROD 17377 in T.O.A. of curb.
LEGEND

- Indicates set 2" lag & tag RCE 17377 in subgrade with spike & washer, stamped R.C.E., 17377 in finish pavement.
- Indicates lead & tack & tag RCE 17377 in top of curb.
LEGEND

- Indicates set 2" I.P. \#15 galvanized R.C.E 17377 at subgrade with spike & washer stamped R.C.E 17377 in finish pavement.

- Indicates lead & jack \#15 galvanized R.C.E 17377 in top of curb.

TRACT NO. 8266
STREET CENTERLINE TIES
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA

SCALE 1"=40' NOVEMBER 1974

VALLEY CONSULTANTS, INC.
20451 BLOOMFIELD ST.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. 92646
714-962-7464
LEGEND

- Indicates 2" I.P. & TAG R.O.E. 17377 M.T.
  SUBGRADE WITH SPIKE & WASHER STAMPED
  R.O.E. 17377 IN FINISH PAVEMENT.

- Indicates lead & tack & TAG R.O.E. 17377
  M.T. OF CURB.

TRACT NO. 8264
STREET CENTERLINE TIES
SAH JUAN CAPISTRANO
CALIFORNIA

SCALE 1"=10' NOVEMBER 1976

VALLEY CONSULTANTS, INC.
20451 BROOKHURST ST.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. 92646
714-962-2462